General and Preventive Dentistry
The only things that every dental care routine
will have in common at our office are the
regular dental checkups and teeth cleanings.
These appointments typically occur every six
months, but patients who have periodontal
disease or other chronic or health conditions
may need to visit us more frequently.
At every checkup, we’ll carefully examine
your smile and screen for common oral
health conditions, such as tooth decay,
periodontal (gum) disease, teeth grinding
(bruxism), and temporomandibular joint
dysfunction (TMD). You’ll also receive a
thorough, professional teeth cleaning from
one of our skilled hygienists and sit down
with Dr. LJ one-on-one to discuss your
personalized treatment plan.

Oral Hygiene Products
We love seeing our patients’ smiles twice a
year, but oral hygiene on the other 363 days
is up to you. As a partner in caring for your
smile, we sell Oral-B
Genius electronic
toothbrushes — at a
discounted rate —
and can prescribe
professional grade
toothpastes or rinses.

LET’S STAY CONNECTED
If you haven’t already, please check out our
website — www.drljadam.com. Here you will
have access to our monthly blog posts
(where we discuss a variety of relevant
dental topics); have a direct link to our
office’s Facebook page (which is not only a
resource we use to post fun and useful
information, but also is a tool to connect and
listen to you); and have the ability to leave us
a Google+ review (which, if you are
comfortable doing, is something we’d greatly
appreciate).

Built on a Legacy of Family, Caring,
and Service

TELL A FRIEND
The best compliment you can give is a
referral. If someone you know is looking for a
new dental office, encourage them to visit our
website — www.drljadam.com — to learn
more about us.

Teeth Whitening
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Are you interested in brightening your smile?
Ask about our pre-filled whitening trays that
will give you results in seven days. We can
even create a custom mouthguard if you’re
looking for a more precise fit.

www.drljadam.com
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LEGACY OF FAMILY, CARING,
AND SERVICE
We know that choosing a dental office is an
important decision for you and your family.
We appreciate you choosing us to care for
your smile.
When Dr. LJ’s parents started the practice 40
years ago, they were dedicated to providing
excellent care to every patient. Under Dr.
LJ’s leadership, we continue to provide the
highest-quality dental care to every patient
we see and take pride in combining the latest
advancements in dental techniques,
technologies, and materials with the best
service available.
We pride ourselves on offering our patients
the right care, at the right time, at the right
price. We customize treatment plans to
match your unique needs because we
believe it's just as important to care for
people as it is to fix teeth.

OUR SERVICES
We treat patients at every stage of dental
development and offer a full range of dental
services — from routine dental cleanings to
full smile makeovers and everything in
between.
Dr. LJ knows that the best patients are those
who have the education to make treatment
options they’ll feel completely confident in.
We want you to choose the best possible
option, but we’ll never place pressure on you
to pick any one treatment.

CEREC® One-Visit Crowns and Bridges

Sleep Apnea Therapy

If you need a dental crown or bridge, Dr. LJ is
proud to offer same-day service for complete,
permanent smile restorations using the
state-of-the-art CEREC system. No follow-up
appointments. No temporary crown. Just one
visit — lasting a couple hours — and you will
be on your way.

Do you hate your C-PAP? Dr. LJ — who has
struggled with sleep apnea himself — hated
his too. That is why he studied and
personally tested various sleep apnea
treatment devices.

As one of the few providers offering this
service in the Worthington, Freeport, and
Butler areas, our office is eager to explain the
benefits of CEREC technology with you.

Dental Implants
For patients missing any number of teeth,
dental implant-supported tooth replacement
may be the best solution. Dental implant
posts replace the lost root structure of a
missing tooth and offer natural-feeling
support for prosthetic teeth.
Whether you’re missing a single tooth or a
full arch of teeth, Dr. LJ is happy to provide a
dental implant consultation.

If you suffer from this
common sleep
disorder, which can
cause an individual to
snore loudly and wake
up gasping for air, talk
to Dr. LJ about your
alternatives.

Nightguards for Bruxism
If you grind and clench your teeth during
sleep, you may be in for a lifetime of dental
chips, cracks, and other wear. Dr. LJ can
help you prevent this damage with a
comfortable, custom oral appliance, that
when worn nightly, can save you from a
lifetime of oral health concerns.

